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Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

10/5/2021 A transgender teen at Olympia High School in Orlando was 
voted Homecoming Queen. Two Maryland LGBTQ+ bills went 
into effect October 1st. In 10 days Lil Nas X has had $33,000 
raised for local non-profit Bros In Convo.

The transgender Homecoming Queen happened locally and is a 
feel good and inspiring story for listeners of al kinds but 
especially anyone on the transgendered spectrum. The Maryland 
bills story helps give hope to Floridians but also lets people be 
aware of what is happening in other states regarding LGBTQ+ 
rights. Lil Nas X decided to give proceeds from each song on his 
latest album to different small non-profits. One song's proceeds 
go to local HIV non-profit, Bros in Convo. 

Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

10/12/2021 Orange County's Pride happened this past week and we talk a 
lot about how it went. Dave Chappelle makes anti-trans jokes  on 
new series The Closer. The show Barney Miller had a gay 
backstory. 

Our local Pride was an event we were a part of and listeners can 
learn about what goes on at Pride. Dave Chappell made 
controversial jokes on the new show that listeners may not be 
aware of. Barney Miller was a popular show in the 70s and 80s 
and it having a gay backstory shed light on something listeners 
may not have known.

Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

10/19/2021 Netflix has it's first gay holiday rom-com, Single All The Way. 
The new Superman, Johnathan Kent, is gay. The Texas House 
passes bill to keep transgenders out of sports. 

It is good news that Netflix has a gay holiday movie that starts in 
December. Listeners may want to see it. In the DCU Clark Kent's 
son is the new Superman. It is big news that he has come out as 
gay. Listeners may not realize the amount of anti-trans bills that 
are being passed in other states. 

Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

10/26/2021 The 1st Annual Pride of Color happened this last week at Lake 
Eola and we recorded the show from there. Marvel Comics has 
it's first gay couple and kiss. We list 13 Royals that most would 
not know they were LGBTQ+.

It was an honor to be at the first Pride of Color and it gives the 
listeners knowledge on what it  is, being a specific Pride for 
those less represented at regular Pride. For Marvel comics to 
have their first gay couple and kiss is good news of progression 
for the comic industry. It happened on The Eternals. It is always 
nice to hear a list of people you did not know were LGBTQ+.
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Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

11/16/2021 At the Country Music Awards the Osborne Brothers won and TJ 
Osborne kissed his boyfriend before heading to the stage. TV, 
and movie star Kal Penn comes out as gay and releases a new 
book. On The Simpsons Waylon Smothers who came out as gay 
in 2016 gets a boyfriend.

It is very progressive for a country music star to not only be an 
out gay but also kiss his boyfriend at the award show. Everyone 
loves a coming out by an entertainment star. Even in animation 
having proper representation is crucial so not just having 
Smothers come out but have a boyfriend is a step in the right 
direction.

Everything Under The 
Sun

11/18/2021 In our first show back since COVID-- we covered a variety of 
subjects including the tragedy at Astro World, Cancel Culture as 
well as general introductions pertaining to our show and us 
individually. We also played more modern sections from our 
resident artist (and co-host), Meka. Overall, it was a great show 
back and we look forward to doing many more.

We discussed relevant source matter that resonates with the 
everyday student. I believe that our listeners feel a sense of 
relatability to our show/content which is important....because the 
world can be a lonely place sometimes. We also gave an update 
on Rollins MBB season start which can be great for student 
moral and comradery.  

Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

11/23/2021 A Lafayette LouIsiana library tries to censor "This Book Is Gay." 
Pro wrestling rookie Sazzy Boatwright comes out as gay. A North 
Carolina official says that straight people are superior to gay 
people.  

Book censoring is starting to happen more often so we shed a 
light on ones like this that we see. There are not many out gays 
in wrestling so it is a great feat to come out as a professional 
wrestler. Sometimes it is important to talk about stories like the 
North Carolina Lt. Governor's statement to show that some 
people still have a bias against gays.

Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

11/30/2021 JoJo Siwa is a rising star recently coming out, starting her own 
dance competition show, being on Dancing With the Stars and 
much more. Gaydar versus Wishdar is a topic we talk about 
since some people wish another was gay. Legendary gay 
composer Stephen Sondhien dies this past week.

JoJo Siwa is very popular with younger kids but is now getting 
more known with young and older adults. There were rumors 
about Shawn Mendes being gay which started the topic of 
Gaydar (knowing someone is gay instinctively) versus Wishdar 
(wishing someone was gay). Stephen Sondhiem's passing 
affects a lot of listeners.

Everything Under The 
Sun

12/2/2021 This Show was a Thanksgiving Recap. We discussed the most 
overrated Thanksgiving dish. "Happening Hypotheticals with 
Hutton" was a blast!

We like to think relatability is what brings in listeners! We talked 
about a couple of relevant issues such as ducks. We also 
discussed hypotheticals to test the morals and values of the 
great citizens within the Winter Park area. 

Everything Under The 
Sun

12/9/2021 Today, we discussed the Omnicron variant and what could a 
potential forced vaccine mandate would look like. We also did 
the Happening Hypotheticals with Hutton segment... discussing 
some more moral issues. We also had two callers today!

Omnicron variant (which we discussed) is extremely relevant to 
our society and likely being monitored by the Rollins community. 
Happening Hypotheticals always questions the moral aptitude of 
listeners. We also had 2 callers today and we shouted them out--
engaging and keeping in tune with listeners. Which is good for 
the radio station overall.



Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

12/14/2021 An exhibition shows how being queer is natural. Jussie Smollett 
was found guilty of staging his attack. Cameron Bess who is non-
binary, goes to Space with father and others. 

It is always said by some that being gay or queer is unnatural. 
This exhibition breaks that by showing animals in nature (over 
1800 species) that are queer. Jussie Smollet's alleged attack 
was something that gays were paying close attention to. He has 
been found guilty of staging that attack. It is interesting that 
Cameron Bess is non-binary and also openly takes part in the 
furry culture which would make him the first furry in space. 

Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

12/21/2021 There is a list of 850 books a Texas lawmaker wants banned 
from schools, which the majority are LGBTQ+ books. RuPaul 
does not understand Spiderman because he (RuPaul) is gay. An 
obituary wtiien by a son for his deceased mother goes viral.

We have discussed other states taking action with books being 
censored. This is in another state but follows the same path. 
RuPaul is someone that all kinds of listeners like to hear 
something about and this was quirky about him. The obituary the 
son wrote was hilariously direct and in good taste, which makes 
for entertainment.

Everything Under the 
Sun

12/23/2021 This episode was a bit more structured as we are more 
consistently followed our show guide. Our segments are pretty 
solid too. We also got an intro jingle... which is cool LoL.

Anytime we engage the listeners and have on air calls I believe 
we push a platform that allows people to feel heard. We 
discussed issues relevant to the community such as Omicron 
variant and the inherited genes from parents to kids. We also 
shouted out the Rollins Men's Basketball Team.

Outloud Orlando the 
Homo Happy Hour

12/28/2021 Conservative parents who push for book bans are causing the 
opposite effect; people are buying the books because of he 
censorship. Emmanuel Macron's wife may sue over false 
allegation that she was born a man. Desmond Tutu has a history 
of fighting for gay and lesbian rights.

We have been talking about the book bans for a while so it is 
refreshing to hear about a blowback happening. it is surprising 
that people make false allegations as was done to Ms. Macron 
but it makes a good story. Many do not realize the amount of 
fighting for gay and lesbian rights that Desmond Tutu did. 


